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TOSSUPS

1. Various literary works describe this person in a dialogue with Alexis, taking the waters at Tunbridge, weeping, and paying her obsequies to the memory of the poet's cousin Mrs. Bowes Barnes. In another work the poet observes that "though sea and lands betwixt us both, ...Above the highest sphere we meet, ... and greet as angels greet." In the most famous poem addressed to her, the poet opens "Tell me not, sweet, I am unkind, that from ... thy chaste breast and quiet mind to war and arms I fly", holding that "I could not love thee, dear, so much, lov'd I not honor more." FTP, who is this woman addressed before "Going Beyond the Seas" and "Going to the Wars" by Richard Lovelace?
	Answer: Lucasta

2. The isotopes of this element have the highest "packing fraction" of any element. Its pure version has three crystal forms, alpha, gamma, and delta, with the alpha type exhibiting ferromagnetism up to 768 degrees Celsius. Possessing nine isotopes with mass numbers 52-60, it is the fourth most abundant element in the earth's surface, and is found in the ores ilmenite, siderite, and haematite. FTP, what is this metallic transition element with atomic number 26 and symbol Fe?
	Answer: iron

3. Like the prisoner’s dilemma, this economic idea is based on the concept of balanced threats, resulting in a somewhat limited applicability and frequent results which seem less than fair. Using the assumption that a game has a set of possible outcomes, each of which is associated with a utility for each of two players, it provides a unique solution which fulfills four requirements, that the solution fulfill Pareto optimality, is symmetric, independent of irrelevant options, and independent of the choice of utility function. FTP, what is this equilibrium which won its developer a share of the 1994 Nobel Prize in Economics?
	Answer: Nash equilibrium or Nash solution

4. This man commanded the Imperial Hanoverian forces during the Marlborough wars, and spent much of his life unmarried, having divorced his wife and cousin, Dorothea of Zell, imprisoning her in the castle of Ahlde. Elector of Hanover from 1692, he was the son of Sophia, which allowed him to take power due to the Act of Settlement, and despite his heavy German accent was a successful king, consolidating Whig power with his support of Robert Walpole. FTP, who was this king of England, the first of the House of Hanover?
	Answer: George I

5. This symphony's second movement was derived from an old German song, the third movement is a romanza, while the concluding fifth movement is a musical setting of a festival in the title region. Written in E-flat major, toward the end is quoted the theme of its most famous section, the fourth movement, which was inspired by the Cathedral at Cologne and consequently known as the "Cathedral Scene". Intended to depict life on the title river, FTP, what is this symphony, the third by Robert Schumann?
	Answer: Rhenish Symphony (accept early answer of Schumann's 3rd Symphony)

6. The action of this novel is set in motion when the protagonist finds two drafts of a letter in a copy of Vico's Principi di una Scienza. Conjecturing that the letters were intended for the poetess Christabel LaMotte, the literary investigator Roland Mitchell is led to completely reevaluate his views on the 19th century poet Randolph Henry Ash. Subtitled A Romance, FTP, what is this novel, the best-known work of A.S. Byatt?
	Answer: Possession, A Romance

7. Members of this phylum filter food particles from water using choanocytes, flagellated cells with cause water to flow in through openings in the body wall called ostia and flow out through the oscula, openings at the top. Their bodies are hollow, are supported by an internal skeleton of spicules of chalk, silica, or fibrous protein, and consist basically of aggregations of cells between which there is little nervous coordination. FTP, what is this phylum comprising the sponges?
	Answer: Porifera

8. Followers of these religious movements often worship the figure John Frum. Common among the natives of New Guinea and Melanesia, these movements greatly expanded after WWII when supplies where abandoned in the area, and some have even built airstrips to receive what the name of the movements promises. FTP, what are these cults in which Asian natives ritualistically ape European customs they don't understand to persuade supernatural powers to give them material wealth?
	Answer: cargo cults

9. The only ship lost in this battle was the 64-gun Terrible, which had to be scuttled. While attempting to intercept a supply convoy under Admiral de Barras, 19 British ships under Thomas Graves were driven from the namesake location by the 24 French ships of Francois de Grasse. FTP, what was this September 1781 naval battle which prevented Cornwallis from escaping Yorktown by sea?
	Answer: Chesapeake Capes or Virginia Capes

10. This director got his start making silent films, his best effort in that genre being 1924's The Iron Horse. Later films like The Lost Patrol, Young Mr. Lincoln, The Man Who Shot Liberty Valence, and The Informer often depicted groups of characters confronted with common dangers which revealed the strengths and weaknesses of their characters. Originally named Sean Aloysius O'Fienne, FTP, who is this American film director of The Quiet Man, How Green Was My Valley, The Grapes of Wrath, and Stagecoach?
	Answer: John Ford (accept early answer of Sean Aloysius O'Fienne)

11. This author once claimed to be the "Roman Callimachus", supporting his claim with a series of poems written in the baroque Alexandrian manner found in "Book IV" of his works. In "Book II" he contemplated writing an epic poem to address concerns that he could write of nothing but love, concerns which stemmed from his first collection of works, the "Monobiblos", which contain many of the poems addressed to his mistress, Cynthia. FTP, who was this greatest elegiac poet of ancient Rome, best-known today for a poem in "homage" to him by Ezra Pound?
	Answer: Sextus Propertius

12. The discovery of this particle provided support for the existence of the charmed quark. It has a mass of 3.1 GeV over c squared, making it about 3.5 times larger than the mass of a proton. Consisting of a charmed quark and charmed antiquark, it was first detected in 1974 by a group led by Burton Richter at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, and independently by a team led by Samuel Ting at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. FTP, what is this particle whose odd name is a result of each team independently naming it for a letter?
	Answer: J/psi particle

13. This river was discovered in 1516 by Juan Ruiz de Solis, and explored by Magellan four years later, and while it is known for its large numbers of sandbanks and shoals, constant dredging allows it to be navigable by large vessels. As the focal point of the second largest water system of its continent, it receives a tremendous volume of water from the Purana and Uruguay rivers, flowing 170 miles to the Atlantic. FTP, what is this estuary lying between Uruguay and Argentina?
	Answer: Rio de la Plata (or Plate River)

14. This man's identically named grandson was a famous botanist and orchid expert who pioneered the field of economic botany and authored Economic Annuals and Human Cultures. Early in his life this man joined his brother Oliver in managing his family's well-known shovel factory in his native Easton, Massachusetts. Active in the founding of the Republican Party in Massachusetts, he served in the US House of Representatives from 1863-73, but is best-known today for the events set in motion when he ousted Thomas Durant as the head of a company which soon bribed political figures like James Brooks, James Patterson, and Schulyer Colfax. FTP, who was this mastermind behind the Credit Mobilier Scandal?
	Answer: Oakes Ames

15. During his early years this artist combined painting with the life of a merchant seaman, producing works like The Sailor, while a meeting with Picasso influenced the creation of his Painted Reliefs and Corner Reliefs. His artistic career reached its peak with his design for the Monument to the Third International, but he is best-known for founding an art movement dedicated to a purely abstract art that reflected modern technology. FTP, who was this Russian, the founder of Constructivism?
	Answer: Vladimir Tatlin

16. In many parts of this literary work, the protagonist takes on the persona of the minstrel show performer Mr. Bones and engages in wild conversations with his sidekick Tambo. It begins by describing how the protagonist accidentally witnessed his father's suicide, while later he loses his friend Bhain Campbell to cancer. Numbers 147-157 concern the death of poet Delmore Schwartz, the section entitled "Opus Posthumous" describes the death of the protagonist, Henry, while the 385th and last song tells of his return home to his daughter. FTP, what is this sequence of poems most famous for its first 77 installments, written by John Berryman?
        Answer: The Dream Songs (accept 77 Dream Songs until numbers 147-157 are mentioned, and accept His Toy, His Dream, His Rest until the mention of the father's suicide)

17. Heidegger adopted this method in order to examine the data of immediate experience, while Merleau-Ponty applied it to perception in one of his major works. Inspired by the teachings of Franz Brentano, it involves excluding, or "bracketing", all assumptions about the external causes and consequences of one's own consciousness during a scrupulous inspection of one's intellectual processes, which its creator claimed would lead to an a priori investigation of the meanings common to the thought of different minds. FTP, what is this method of enquiry developed by Edmund Husserl?
	Answer: phenomonology

18. Lesser known women of Greek myth with this name include the wife of Thaumas and mother of the Harpies, as well as one of the Pleiades who bore Dardanos by Zeus. The most famous one was originally betrothed to Castor, but was later married to a poor yeoman due to fears that any son of hers might avenge her father’s death. Having sent her brother to Strophius of Phocis to protect him, on his return they killed Aegisthus and their mother Clytemnestra. FTP, who was this sister of Orestes, the subject of plays by the three great Greek playwrights?
	Answer: Electra

19. This empire's ruler Susenyos was converted to Roman Catholicism in 1626, but he was soon forced to abdicate by his son Fasilidas, who moved the capital to Gondar. It grew from the city of Axum, and after its collapse the Zadwe Dynasty emerged, only to be replaced in 1270 by the Solomonic dynasty, bringing the Amharas to prominence. After centuries of choas, the empire was reunited in 1855 by Tewodros II, and its independence was defended at the Battle of Adowa by his son Menelik II. FTP, what is this African country most famously headed by Haile Selassie?
	Answer: Ethiopia (prompt on Abyssinia)

20. With Merle Randall, this chemist wrote "Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances", having earlier calculated the free energies of 143 substances. The graduate adviser of Harold Urey, he aided Urey in the discovery of heavy water, but is better-known for his pioneering work on valency and his definition of a base as a substance which supplies a pair of electrons for a chemical bond. FTP, who was this American chemist best-known for his namesake dot diagrams?
	Answer: Gilbert Lewis
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FTPE, name these corollaries to the Monroe Doctrine.
1. (10 points) Formulated by the Secretary of State from 1893-95 to deal with the Venezuelan border dispute, this corollary maintained the US right to intervene in international disputes in the Western Hemisphere.
	Answer: Olney Corollary
2. (10 points) This 1904 corollary asserted the U.S. right to act as an "international police power" when countries covered by the Monroe doctrine did not honor financial agreements or keep domestic order.
	Answer: Roosevelt Corollary
3. (10 points) Inspired by an attempt by a Japanese firm to buy a strategic site on Mexico's west coast, this 1912 corollary expressed US disapproval of sale of strategic Latin American land to foreign powers.
	Answer: Lodge Corollary

FTPE, answer the following about a really cool type of rock formation.
1. (10 points) In this geologic process, a lava flow cools and forms fractures taking the form of regular geometric shapes like hexagons, resulting in rocks with a man-made appearance. The parallel pillars of rock which frequently form from this process give it its name.
	Answer: columnar jointing
2. (10 points) The "honeycomb" and the "wishing chair" are famous parts of this site in Northern Ireland. Probably the most spectactular example of columnar jointing, legend claimed it was part of a bridge Finn Mac Cool built to Scotland.
	Answer: Giant's Causeway
3. (10 points) Another famous example of columnar jointing is this 1,253 foot high, steep-sided site in Wyoming famous for the grooves in its surface.
	Answer: Devil's Tower

30-20-10, name the novel from clues.
1. (30 points) Its even numbered chapters tell of one protagonist's dreams of the land Jahilia, while a subplot tells of the mountain climber Alleluia Cone.
(20 points) After miraculously surviving the explosion of a plane, one protagonist, Saladin Chamcha, finds his wife Pamela Lovelace in bed with "Jumpy" Joshi and begins to take on a goat-like appearance, while the other protagonist, film-star Gabreel Farishta, is transformed into the Angel of the Recitation.
(10 points) It is the most famous and controversial novel by Salman Rushdie.
	Answer: The Satanic Verses

FTPE, name these things about the lungs.
1. (10 points) This double membrane lines the thoracic cavity and covers the exterior surface of the lungs.
	Answer: pleura (or pleural membrane)
2. (10 points) Sharing their name with the socket in the jawbone in which a tooth is rooted, these tiny air sacs are the sites of exchange of respiratory gases.
	Answer: alveoli (or alveolus)
3. (10 points) Formed by the subdivision of major air tubes of the lungs, these respiratory tubes terminate in a number of alveoli.
	Answer: bronchioles

FTPE, stuff about Confucianism.
1. (10 points) During the Chou dynasty the main rival to Confucius was this philosopher living from circa 470-391 BCE, who advocated free will, universal love, and nonaggression, opposing the elaborate rituals of Confucianism on utilitarian grounds.
	Answer: Mo Tzu
2. (10 points) This virtue, the virtue of humanity, is considered the greatest virtue of Confucianism.
	Answer: jen or ren
3. (10 points) This is the virtue of propriety or adherance to social duty.
	Answer: li

FTPE, name the following about the Persian Wars.
1. (10 points) This 480 BCE engagement was the first naval battle of the Persian Wars. The Greeks were defeated and forced to take refuge at Salamis.
	Answer: Artemisium
2. (10 points) In this 479 BCE battle, Mardonius' Persians initially took up defensive positions in Boeotia, but an ill-advised offensive against Pausanius led to a decisive Greek victory.
	Answer: Plataea
3. (10 points) Persian expansion into the Greek world was ended once and for all by this 449 peace named for the immensely wealthy Athenian who negotiated it.
	Answer: Peace of Callias

FTPE, name these connected artists.
1. (10 points) The daughter of the painter Orazio, this 17th century artist was one of the greatest of the Caravaggesque painters. Known for her independent lifestyle, she is most famous for the powerful style seen in her numerous treatments of Judith and Holofernes.
	Answer: Artemisia Gentileschi
2. (10 points) At the age of 19 Artemisia Gentileschi was allegedly raped by this Italian painter, one of the outstanding quadratura specialists of his day. His most famous work is the architectural setting for Guernico's Aurora fresco.
	Answer: Agostino Tassi
3. (10 points) When he was 12 years old, this artist entered the household of Agostino Tossi as a pastry-cook, soon becoming his assistant. The most celebrated exponent of the "ideal landscape", this French artist compiled the Liber Veritatis to protect against forgeries, while other famous works include "Ascanius and the Stag", "The Expulsion of Hagar", and "The Embarkation of the Queen of Sheba".
	Answer: Claude Lorrain or Claude Gellee

FTPE, give these "a" terms from chemistry.
1. (10 points) This is a term for any compound that can act as both an acid and a base.
	Answer: amphoteric
2. (10 points) This is a compound that produces a given compound on reaction with water. An example is sulphur trioxide, which gives sulphuric acid when reacted with water.
	Answer: anhydride
3. (10 points) This is a mixture of concentrated nitric acid and concentrated hydrochloric acid at a ratio of 1 to 3. A powerful oxidizing agent, it will dissolve most metals except silver, including gold and platinum, from which it gets its name.
	Answer: aqua regia (prompt on royal water)

FTPE, stuff about a poet.
1. (10 points) This poet's famous translation of the "Divine Comedy" is introduced by his six "Divine Comedy sonnets". He is better-known for "Mezzo Cammin", "Hymn to the Night", and "The Wreck of the Hesperus".
	Answer: Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
2. (10 points) This optimistic poem contains the famous lines "Tell me not, in mournful numbers, Life is but an empty dream" and "Lives of great men remind us we can make our lives sublime, and , departing, leave behind us, footprints on the sands of time."
	Answer: A Psalm of Life
3. (10 points) In this poem the title character first attempts to avenge his mother Wenonah's death at the hands of his father, the immortal Mudjekeewis, then uses his magic mittens and moccasins to defeat the spirit of maize and the wizard Pearl-Feather.
	Answer: The Song of Hiawatha

FTPE, answer the following about studies concerning heredity and morons.
1. (10 points) The term moron was coined in a study of this family, whose name was fictionalized. The patriarch, Martin, had given rise to two family branches by getting it on with both a feeble-minded girl and a normal girl. Among the 480 members of the latter line were found 143 feeble minded members, while the latter consisted almost entirely of normal individuals.
	Answer: Kallikak family
2. (10 points) Name the author of the study The Kallikak Family: A Study in the Heredity of Feeble-Mindedness. 
	Answer: Henry H. Goddard
3. (10 points) The Kallikak study is similar to R.L. Dugdale's 1874 study of this family from New York state. Of the 300 members observed, an overwhelming majority manifested social degeneracy and inadequacy.
	Answer: the Juke family

FTPE, name these vice-presidents.
1. (10 points) Known as "Cactus Jack", this plain-talking, poker playing Texan served in the House from 1903-33. His powers of persuasion and mastery of parliamentary procedure led him to gain the vice-presidency during FDR's first 2 terms, but he opposed a third term for FDR and ran against him in 1940, retiring to his Texas ranch after the failed bid.
	Answer: John Nance Garner
2. (10 points) Democratic governor of Massachusetts from 1810-12, during which time he became notorious for his redrawing of political boundaries to aid his party, this man served as vice-president from 1813-14.
	Answer: Elbridge Gerry
3. (10 points) After serving as a Pennsylvania senator and attorney general this man became Polk's veep in 1845, during which time he ended protectionism by casting the deciding vote for the Walker Tariff. He is mainly famous today for the Texas town named for him.
	Answer: George Dallas

FTSNOP, name these Eleatic philosophers.
1. (10 points) This founder of the Eleatics wrote a poem of which more is preserved than any other pre-Socratic work, and consists of two sections, the "Way of Truth" and the "Way of Seeming".
	Answer: Parmenides of Elea
2. (5 points) This student of Parmenides illustrated his teacher's ideas in his famous four paradoxes concerning Achilles and the tortoise, the stadium, the flying arrow, and the moving rows.
	Answer: Zeno of Elea
3. (15 points) Also a statesman who led the fleet of Samos to a naval victory over Athens circa 440 BCE, this Eleatic argued that the unitary reality, or "One", of Parmenides must be infinite in extent, an idea which became the first principle of Leucippus' and Democritus' atomism.
	Answer: Melissus of Samos

FTPE, name the following about a Russian author.
1. (10 points) This 19th century author of the novels No Way Out, Cathedral Folk, and At Daggers Drawn is known for popular stories like The Sealed Angel and The Enchanted Wanderer. His most acclaimed work is often cited as "The Left-Handed Smith of Tula and the Steel Flea".
	Answer: Nikolay Leskov
2. (10 points) Nikolay Leskov's most famous work is this story in which Katerina and her lover murder her husband and are sent to Siberia, where she then kills the lover and his new mistress. Its title relates the protagonist to a figure in Shakespearean literature.
	Answer: Lady MacBeth of the Mtsensk District (Ledi Makbet Mtsenskogo uezda)
3. (10 points) Leskov was a master in the use of this Russian literary device. It designates the recreation by a narrator of indigenous oral speech in cadence, rhythm, and diction, and was also employed by Gogol and Zoshchenko.
	Answer: skaz

FTPE, name these Nobel Prize winning physicists from their achievements.
1. (10 points) This Japanese physicist won in 1949 for his discovery of the strong force and prediction of mesons.
	Answer: Hideki Yukawa
2. (10 points) This Soviet known for his theoretical "ghost" and namesake damping in plasma won in 1962 for his theories of condensed matter, especially liquid helium.
	Answer: Lev Landau
3. (10 points) This American shared the prize in 1936 for discovering the positron. In 1937 he launched elementart-particle physics with his discovery of the muon.
	Answer: Carl Anderson

On a 15-10 basis, name these composers from works.
1. (15 points) "Harmonium", "Grand Pianola Music", "Harmonielehre", "The Death of Klinghoffer"
(10 points) "Nixon in China"
	Answer: John Adams
2. (15 points) "The Fall of the House of Usher", "The Making of the Representative for Planet 8", "1,000 Airplanes on the Roof", "Hydrogen Jukebox"
(10 points) "The Voyage", "Satyagraha", "Einstein on the Beach"
	Answer: Philip Glass

FTPE, stuff about an English religious movement.
1. (10 points) Begun by Anglican clergy at a certain university, this movement sought to revitalize the Church of England by reviving certain Roman Catholic doctrines and rituals. Among its leaders were John Keble, R.H. Froude, and E.B. Pusey.
	Answer: Oxford Movement or Tractarians (prompt on Puseyism)
2. (10 points) The Oxford Movement's most influential leader was this man who oversaw the publication of their Tracts for the Times, although he later converted to Catholicism, documenting his spiritual development in Apologia pro via sua.
	Answer: John Henry, Cardinal Newman
3. (10 points) Newman's famous Tract 90 aroused controversy by arguing that the Roman Catholic Church could be reconciled with this set of doctrinal formulae which stated the position of the Anglican church. Based on Cranmer and Ridley's Forty-Two Articles, they were adopted in 1571.
	Answer: Thirty-Nine Articles

FTSNOP, answer the following from literature.
1. (15 points) This Turgenev novella tells of the world-weary Sanin, who regrets having broken off his relationship with the young Italian girl Gemma to pursue the manipulative Madame Polozov.
	Answer: Torrents of Spring (or Spring Torrents or Spring Fhestets or Veshniye vody)
2. (10 points) The Torrents of Spring was also an early work of this American author, and demonstrated his emancipation from the authors who influenced him in his youth.
	Answer: Ernest Hemingway
3. (5 points) Hemingway's The Torrents of Spring was a farcical burlesque of "Dark Laughter", written by this author of Winesburg, Ohio.
	Answer: Sherwood Anderson

Now for the required labors of Heracles bonus, but this time you won't get any mercy points for things like the Augean Stables. Show you're not a chump and name the following, FTPE.
1. (10 points) The third labor was to capture this golden-horned hind sacred to Artemis.
	Answer: Cerynean hind or (Cerynitian boar)
2. (10 points) The tenth labor was to steal the cattle of this three-bodied monster, which Heracles achieved after killing him and his dog Orthrus.
	Answer: Geryon
3. (10 points) For his fourth labor, Heracles captured this huge boar which ravaged the land around the namesake mountain by chasing it into the snow and binding it with chains.
	Answer: Erymanthian boar

FTPE, answer the following about faults.
1. (10 points) The San Andreas Fault is a major example of this type of fault which is caused by horizontal compression, where the headwall extends in a horizontal direction almost parallel to the compressional force.
	Answer: strike-slip (or transcurrent, wrench, or lateral)
2. (10 points) This is the term describing the fault plane's angle of inclination from the vertical.
	Answer: hade
3. (10 points) The opposite of a graben, this is a block which has been uplifted between two normal faults that dip away from each other. Examples include the Vosges Mountains in France and the Palestine Plateau.
	Answer: horst

FTPE, name the following about a Scottish writer.
1. (10 points) Known for his witty short stories found in collections like The Chronicles of Clovis and Beasts and Super Beasts, this writer gained fame under a pseudonym until dying as a volunteer in WWI.
	Answer: Saki or Hector Hugh Munro
2. (10 points) In this Saki story, the sheltered child Conradin makes a god of a polecat-ferret and sees his wishes granted when it kills his oppressive guardian Mrs. De Ropp. 
	Answer: Sredni Vashtar
3. (10 points) In this other oft-anthologized story, Cornelius Appin teaches the cat of the title to speak, only to see it alienate the guests at Lady Blemley's dinner-party with its vicious wit and gossip.
	Answer: Tobermory

